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Cosmos Board, a technology startup, was established in 2018 by software

engineers and car rental professionals. In 2020, Cosmos Board joined forces
with Fleet Consulting Association (FCA) to become their technology division in

charge of software development. Today, Cosmos Board’s mission is to develop
innovative solutions that address the fleet industry’s core challenges. Cosmos
Board strives to create efficient, cost-effective, and user-friendly software and
applications. Fleet Management System (FMS) is their latest innovation.

Fleet Management System (FMS) is a cloud-based fleet management
software that offers a one-stop-shop for fleet professionals. Its comprehensive

suite of tools, reports, and calculators addresses all stages of fleet management
success: Planning, daily management, and future projections. FMS does it all. It

has earned the trust of professionals because it is backed up by the
analytics of leading consumer data provider

FMS: FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Each vehicle in your fleet has the potential to be either an asset or a liability, and
striking the right balance is complex and requires careful research, timing, and

future projections. In its essence, fleet management is asset management. FMS
reach financial success. FMS is the only fleet management system on the market
that is asset-management based.
Cloud-based

User-friendly

Time-saving and results-oriented

SaaS model

Customized solutions

Mobile-friendly

UNIQUE UNRIVALED SOLUTION

FMS is the only fleet management software that offers a robust engine with
mass-volume auto checking capabilities. It is a next-generation software that
eliminates the need for tedious manual data entry and processing.

SERVES A WIDE AUDIENCE

FMS is a valuable software, not just for fleet professionals. It’s designed to serve
the needs of auto dealers, wholesalers, car rental operators, and any business
that operates a fleet.
MODULAR APPROACH
FMS offers a modular solution to fleet management. It offers:
Accident Claims Management Module to manage value recovery after
accidents
Reconditioning Module to determine the exact costs of getting vehicles
ready to sell
Accident Reporting Module that contains accident reporting and offers
timely advice and proper documentation tools

FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

is designed to do precisely that: Guide you to manage the cars in your fleet to

FMS: CAPABILITIES
FMS is a complete solution for fleet professionals. During any stage of the fleet
management cycle, you can rely on the robust live data of FMS to make smart
decisions that yield the best results for your business.
DAY-TO-DAY MANAGEMENT

FLEET CURRENT MARKET VALUE

FMS’s current market value feature calculates each car’s market
value, taking into consideration key factors such as condition,
location, make, model, and year. It also discloses retail value and
auction value for each vehicle. This report is updated automatically
so that fleet managers are always up-to-date and can make informed
selling decisions.

FMS CAPABILITIES

FMS provides you with the capability to know the exact value of each
car in your fleet. With its summary dashboard, FMS generates a bird’s
eye view over your total assets and discloses important fleet figures
such as type of ownership percentages, fleet composition, and other
key reports.

FLEET PROJECTIONS

ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM (ARS)
ARS provides you with an easy and efficient
tool to document vehicle accidents. By
using ARS, you can expedite the process of
accurately obtaining all information needed
for claims management companies and
insurance agencies.

FMS CAPABILITIES

FMS’s robust algorithm provides the estimated future market values
of each vehicle and for up to 3 years. It considers the age of the car,
its condition, and a host of factors that affect future value. With this
projection feature, fleet managers can control decisions about the
best time to sell a vehicle to maximize profit.

WHY CHOOSE US?
FMS is unique, industry-specific software
designed with fleet professionals in mind.
We offer a robust, mass-volume vehicles value capability

FMS reveals the auction, wholesale, retail, and future projected value of each
vehicle in your fleet. These values are generated from a robust live data
system that updates electronically and provides up-to-date reports.

FMS saves you time and money

FMS saves fleet managers the time and expense of manually entering data and
performing calculations. With useful reports and calculators, fleet managers
can make the best financial decisions and guide their fleet to generate more
income.

We are backed up by reliable data

FMS is backed up by the most reliable data provided by leading research
firms such as

We offer a custom design and customizable reports

FMS is a user-friendly and customizable system. You can customize any FMS
report by choosing which data columns to include and which to omit and
FMS will tabulate accordingly. In addition, FMS allows users to design reports
according to their needs by changing the order of columns and incorporating
the data they need to compare and contrast. With FMS, you can easily
export any report as an Excel file to facilitate collaborative
decision-making and teamwork.

Silver

Gold

Platinum

per month

per month

per month

Per Location,
Fleet size 0-99

Per Location,
Fleet Size 100-300

Per Location,
Fleet Size 301-600

Two Seats

Three Seats

Four Seats

Current Value and Future
Value Report refreshes
once a month

Current Value and Future
Value Report refreshes
once a month

Current Value and Future
Value Report refreshes
once a month

Customize Ad-hoc Report
for Current Value , 99¢ per
vehicle

Customize Ad-hoc Report
for Current Value , 89¢ per
vehicle

Customize Ad-hoc Report
for Current Value , 79¢ per
vehicle

One time setup fee,
training / per location $299

One time setup fee,
training / per location $399

One time setup fee training/ per location $499

Price plans may be updated without notice

Per Location - Fleet Size Over 600 Vehicles
Please contact us for discounted plans

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Fleet Consulting

Accident Claims
Management
Fleet Legal Services

Fleet Software Development

FCA Association Membership Programs

ADD-ON
MODULES
Claims

Management
Portal (IMS)
Accident

Reporting

System (ARS)

PRICING STRUCTURE

$99.00 $199.00 $299.00
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